A species' genetic diversity bears the marks of evolutionary processes that have occurred throughout its history. However, robust detection of selection in wild populations is difficult and often impeded by lack of replicate tests. Here, we investigate selection in pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) using genome scans coupled with inference from a haploid-assisted linkage map. Pink salmon have a strict 2-year semelparous life history which has resulted in temporally isolated (allochronic) lineages that remain sympatric through sharing of spawning habitats in alternate years. The lineages differ in a range of adaptive traits, suggesting different genetic backgrounds. We used genotyping by sequencing of haploids to generate a high-density linkage map with 7035 loci and screened an existing panel of 8036 loci for signatures of selection. The linkage map enabled identification of novel genomic regions displaying signatures of parallel selection shared between lineages. Furthermore, 24 loci demonstrated divergent selection and differences in genetic diversity between lineages, suggesting that adaptation in the 2 lineages has arisen from different pools of standing genetic variation. Findings have implications for understanding asynchronous population abundances as well as predicting future ecosystem impacts from lineage-specific responses to climate change. Subject areas: Molecular adaptation and selection
Introduction
Understanding the origin of adaptive genetic variation in wild populations is a fundamental goal in evolutionary biology. Genomes of wild organisms have been shaped by selection throughout their evolutionary history. Sometimes, historical separation has split species into genetically diverged lineages that are often derived from survival in different glacial refugia. Populations from lineages with different evolutionary backgrounds are therefore expected to possess different pools of standing genetic variation and hence differ in their potential to adapt to similar environmental conditions (Barrett and Schluter 2008) . Despite this expectation, we only have a narrow idea about the general importance of standing genetic variation from a few case studies in model species (reviewed in Barrett and Schluter 2008 ).
An ideal, but rare, setting for studying the effect of standing genetic variation in the wild occurs when replicate gene pools (e.g. distinct lineages) independently adapt to identical environments. Divergence driven by isolation over time rather than allopatric separation by geography has been coined allochronic speciation (Alexander and Bigelow 1960) . Cases are mainly known from periodical insects characterized by semelparity and fixed longevity (Heliövaara et al. 1994 ) including aphids (Abbot and Withgott 2004) and moths (Santos et al. 2007 ), but remain extremely rare in other taxa. When previously isolated allochronic lineages share post-glacial colonization histories of the same environmental gradient, we might expect different evolutionary outcomes, creating a common-garden experiment in the wild. These situations offer exciting evolutionary insights; parallel signatures of selection greatly increase evidence for local adaptation by both lineages, while lineage-specific adaptations may reflect unique adaptive potentials reflecting different backgrounds of standing genetic variation.
Pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) represents an interesting species for studying the importance of standing genetic variation in 2 allochronic sympatric lineages that are spatially overlapping but reproductively isolated. Pink salmon exhibit a unique 2-year, semelparous life history with 2 diverged lineages characterized by a preglacial origin (Zhivotovsky et al. 1994; Brykov et al. 1996; Churikov and Gharrett 2002) . Rare, if any, gene flow occurs between these even-and odd-year lineages; yet lineages share spawning and nearshore habitats in alternate years in many locations (Gilbert 1912; Aspinwall 1974; Heard 1991) . During refugial isolation, lineages likely underwent independent drift and adaptations to varying environmental conditions resulting in differing genetic backgrounds and evolutionary legacies. Indeed, the 2 lineages differ in a range of biological traits throughout their North American distribution including geographic distribution limits and adaptation to local temperature regimes (Bams 1976; Beacham and Murray 1988; Heard 1991; Churikov and Gharrett 2002) . However, despite recent evidence for locally adapted populations (Kovach et al. 2012; Gharrett et al. 2013) , we know little about the genomic distribution (architecture) of adaptive genetic variation within versus between lineages of pink salmon.
Inference about the genomic architecture of adaptive traits in non-model organisms has been greatly facilitated by the increased accessibility of genome-wide data sets. One intriguing, and increasingly popular, way to study the genomic architecture of adaptively important traits is to consider genome scans along linkage maps (Gagnaire et al. 2013a; Tsumura et al. 2012; Hemmer-Hansen et al. 2013, among many) . Briefly, genome scans simultaneously analyze multiple populations to detect individual loci (outliers) exhibiting increased differentiation (e.g. F ST ) compared with the level expected for loci only affected by neutral processes such as genetic drift and gene-flow (Lewontin and Krakauer 1973) . While interpretation of genome scans has suffered from nonnegligible rates of false positive results (Narum and Hess 2011; De Mita et al. 2013) , the ability to map loci to specific regions adds a genomic perspective greatly increasing the value of genome scans. Increased support can then be given to outlier loci mapping to the same regions and consideration of the entire map increase our understanding of the genomic architecture underlying adaptively important variation.
The overarching objective of this study is to provide the first description of the genomic architecture underlying adaptive differences within and between lineages of pink salmon. First, we make use of a unique mapping resource, gynogenetic haploids, for generating a high-density linkage map including 7035 loci. We then use this map to evaluate population data from Seeb et al. (2014) who characterized over 8000 loci for 3 pairs of spatially overlapping even-and oddyear pink salmon populations ( Figure 1a) . We illustrate how the linkage map facilitates identification of genomic regions with novel signatures of parallel selection between lineages, parallel patterns that were not detected with genome scans alone. Second, we studied potential differences in genetic background by looking for signatures of divergent selection between lineages within each of the population pairs. We identified 24 loci showing signatures of divergent selection as well as varying levels of diversity between lineages. These loci mapped to multiple genomic regions and likely represent different genetic backgrounds and may include genes related to adaptive differences between lineages. We discuss potential ecosystem consequences of lineage-specific responses to future climate change based on these results.
Methods

Haploid Linkage Map
We collected eggs and sperm from 2 male and 2 female pink salmon from the odd-year population at the Hoodsport Hatchery, Hoodsport, Washington (USA) to produce 2 unrelated single pair matings. Fin clips for DNA analyses were taken from adults and stored in alcohol at room temperature.
Two haploid families (X01 and X05) were generated, and embryos harvested following University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocol 4229-01. Embryo development was activated using UV-irradiated sperm to fertilize eggs following the methods described in Seeb and Seeb (1986) . Families were incubated individually at the University of Washington Hatchery for 50 days and removed to alcohol just prior to hatch. DNA was extracted from parents (n = 4) and offspring (n = 192) using DNeasy-96 kits (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), and concentrations were subsequently standardized using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) on a Victor D plate reader (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA).
Adults and 96 embryos from each family were initially genotyped for 19 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci with 5′nuclease assays (Seeb et al. 2009 ) to confirm that progeny were haploid. Only 3 embryos expressed paternal alleles; those 3 were excluded from further analyses.
Restriction-site associated DNA (RAD) sequencing libraries were prepared and sequenced following existing protocols (Etter et al. 2011; Everett et al. 2012) . Genomic DNA was digested using the restriction enzyme SbfI, and each individual was barcoded with 6 bp long adaptors differing by at least 2 nucleotides following Miller et al. (2012) . Libraries were assessed for DNA quality and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencer producing 101 bp singleend reads. After sequencing, raw unfiltered sequences for each individual in both families were deposited in the NCBI short read archive (Accession number: SRP035433).
Raw sequence data were quality filtered and used for detection of polymorphisms with the software package Stacks v.0.9996 (Catchen et al. 2011) . First, we used the Stacks program process_radtags to trim the terminal nucleotide (which suffered consistently poor quality among all sequencing lanes), de-multiplex individuals, and remove low-quality reads. Remaining 94 bp reads were assembled into matching stacks and used to detect polymorphic loci with ustacks. We enabled the deleveraging and removal algorithms to discard highly repetitive and over merged "lumberjack" stacks likely to represent paralogous sequence assembly (Catchen et al. 2011) . We built family-specific catalogs of variation using cstacks. Offspring from each cross were matched to their respective maternal catalogs. Within each family, we discarded loci scored in less than 80% of the offspring. In fulfillment of data archiving guidelines (Baker 2013) , we have deposited the primary genotype data underlying these analyses with Dryad.
We constructed a joint Stacks catalog from the 2 female parents in order to establish the correspondence of loci between the 2 separate families. Parental RAD tags merged in this process were determined to be the same. Non-matching RAD tags were kept as family-specific loci. RAD tags with conflicting matching patterns were excluded.
We used the R/qtl package (Broman et al. 2003 ) developed for R (R Core Team 2013) to construct linkage maps, using the Kosambi mapping function (Kosambi 1943) , for each family. We omitted loci exhibiting significant segregation distortion (α = 0.05) after Bonferroni correction (Rice 1989) including 56 loci from cross X01 and 43 loci from cross X05. Groups of markers with identical genotype data (i.e. markers not separated by recombination events in our crosses) were identified, and then all but 1 marker from each group was removed. The removed markers were subsequently added back to the final map at the same position as the retained marker from that group. We constructed linkage groups using a minimum logarithm of odds (LOD) score of 6 and a maximum recombination frequency of 0.35. Markers were initially ordered using orderMarkers followed by visual inspection of recombination frequency and LOD score plots. When necessary, marker order was determined using the ripple and switch.order functions considering sliding windows of length 7-10 markers.
To construct a more robust consensus map, we further estimated independent linkage maps using MSTMap (Wu et al. 2008) applying the Kosambi map function and a grouping threshold of P < 10 -6 . MSTMap uses a graph-based minimum spanning tree approach to linkage map construction (Wu et al. 2008) . Finally, we generated a consensus female linkage map for pink salmon by merging the 4 equally weighted individual maps (Maps generated with both R/qtl and MSTMap for both families) using MergeMap (Wu et al. 2011) .
All loci on the consensus map were annotated following the procedure described in Seeb et al. (2014) . Twelve individuals were selected for paired-end sequencing to assemble contigs using CAP3 (Huang and Madan 1999) . Loci from our map were then aligned to all contigs, and exact matches were used to assign annotation results derived from the longer contig sequences.
Lastly, we used Bowtie2 2.0.2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) to align RAD tag sequences (94 bp) for both alleles from the 8036 polymorphic loci presented in Seeb et al. (2014) against a reference of locus sequences containing both allelic haplotypes of the 7035 loci on the linkage map created in this study. We used the "end-to-end" option with a maximum number of reported alignments of 3. For loci occurring in both data sets, we expect the 2 alternate alleles in the population data set to return the 2 most significant alignments, whereas a third alignment allowed us to detect cases without a one-to-one correspondence. Loci from the population data returning a match to only a single locus on the map were considered identical and allowed placement of loci derived from Seeb et al. (2014) on our linkage groups.
Population Genomics
Downstream analyses were based on genotypic data and populations presented in detail in Seeb et al. (2014 analyzed 140 individuals from 6 populations of pink salmon representing both even-and odd-year lineages in each of 3 rivers spanning the species' latitudinal distribution in North America ( Figure 1a) .
Many different methods for detecting genetic signatures of selection exist (reviewed in Nielsen 2005; Barrett and Hoekstra 2011). Methods applying estimates of genetic differentiation (e.g. F ST ) have been shown to outperform approaches based around the site frequency spectrum for population-based analyses (Thornton and Jensen 2007; De Mita et al. 2013) . Here, we used a Bayesian differentiationbased method considering population-specific F ST estimates as implemented in BayeScan 2.1 (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008) to identify outlier loci. While BayeScan may suffer reduced power to detect true outliers relative to other methods, it has repeatedly been shown to outperform these in terms of producing a low rate of false positive outliers (Narum and Hess 2011; De Mita et al. 2013 ). Here we opt for a conservative approach, considering only BayeScan for detecting outliers. While Seeb et al. (2014) also performed an environmental correlation-based outlier approach, the vast majority of outliers were detected by BayeScan. Thus, here we accumulate outlier support among multiple testing schemes (rather than among methods) allowing replicated inference about signatures of selection (cf., Zueva et al. 2014 ).
We performed a total of 6 different genome scans. First we considered the 3 genome scans presented in Seeb et al. (2014) : a) all 6 populations, b) the 3 populations within the even-year lineage, and c) the 3 populations within the odd-year lineage (Table 1) . We then performed 3 additional genome scans (d-f) to identify potential adaptive differences between the 2 lineages, 1 for each population pair sampled within 3 sampling sites (Table 1) . We ran 50 000 iterations with other settings left as defaults in all individual tests. For each test we considered high F ST outliers with a q value < 0.05 as candidates for divergent selection. The combined outlier status for each marker over all 6 genome scans was used to define 3 marker sets for subsequent analyses: i) neutral markers not exhibiting outlier behavior in any of the 6 genome scans; ii) preliminary candidates for parallel selection, defined as outliers within the even-and/or the odd-year Outliers from marker set (ii) that were detected in both lineages were considered strong candidates for parallel selection following Seeb et al. (2014) . We further considered the linkage map to detect potential new signatures of parallel selection if outliers from marker set (ii) only detected in 1 lineage colocated with outliers specific to the other lineage. Likewise, markers showing repeated outlier patterns between lineages at all 3 sites were deemed strong candidates reflecting divergent selection between lineages. The genome-wide distribution of outlier loci reflecting selection within and between lineages was plotted on the linkage map.
Loci exhibiting outlier behavior within lineages (marker set ii) should have increased differentiation among populations within them (F SC ) compared with the other marker sets. Likewise, outliers between lineages (marker set iii) were expected to show increased differentiation between population pairs from different lineages (F CT ). We used this expectation to further evaluate outlier status by also considering locus-specific differentiation estimates following an alternative hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) model (Excoffier et al. 1992 ). We grouped populations within lineages and performed a hierarchical locusby-locus AMOVA with 10 000 permutations in Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010) . This was done independently for the 3 marker sets defined above (i, ii, iii) for comparison with BayeScan results.
We generated an UPGMA tree based on the neutral marker set (i) using Nei's D A genetic distance (Nei et al. 1983) and 10 000 bootstraps in POPTREE2 (Takezaki et al. 2010) to illustrate the evolutionary relationship among populations and lineages.
Lastly, we illustrate potential differences in standing genetic variation for all 3 marker sets among populations and lineages. For each marker set we calculated average observed heterozygosity (H O ) within all 6 populations using Genepop 4.2 (Rousset 2008) . We then performed a standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for differences in heterozygosity. If significant differences occurred, pairwise comparisons among all possible population pairs were performed using the Tukey test in R (R Core Team 2013) . The large number of replications (i.e. number of markers, n = 7820; see results) in the neutral marker set may lead to inflated statistical power resulting in statistically significant, but biologically nonsignificant, differences. Hence, we performed significance testing for the neutral marker set by randomly sampling 80 markers without replacement. Resampling 80 loci resulted in sample sizes (i.e. replications) comparable to the number of markers in the 2 outlier marker sets. Significant results should therefore be more easily compared among all 3 marker sets.
This procedure was repeated 1000 times, and comparisons with more than 95% significant replicates were considered significantly different.
Results
Haploid Linkage Map
We created a linkage map allowing unprecedented resolution for identifying genomic regions of interest in pink salmon (cf., Lindner et al. 2000; Matsuoka et al. 2004 ). We retained 45-58% of raw reads from 6 lanes of sequencing for SNP detection and genotyping (Supplementary Figure S1) and created a female linkage map for each haploid family. Merging maps from the 2 families produced a 3353 cM consensus map consisting of 7035 markers and 26 linkage groups with an average spacing of 2 cM between the 1658 unique positions (Supplementary Table S1 ). This number of linkage groups is within the expected range of chromosome pairs in odd-year pink salmon in Washington populations which varies from 26-27 because of a Robertsonian translocation (Phillips and Kapuscinski 1987) . We are not able to establish the true chromosome number in each female; however, the 26 linkage groups obtained in our consensus map fit the dominant karyotype (Phillips and Kapuscinski 1987) and should comprise all chromosome arms in the pink salmon genome. We successfully annotated 23% of all markers on the consensus linkage map (Supplementary Table S1 ). Of the 8036 markers reported in Seeb et al. (2014) , 2881 matched a locus on our map. Population analyses were based on the full set of 8036 markers from Seeb et al. (2014) , while the map was used to highlight regions of interest based on those 2881 markers. That only 2881 of 8036 loci were mapped is likely a reflection that the map originated from markers polymorphic in 2 females from the Puget Sound region only.
Population Genomics
We detected a total of 216 unique outlier loci (2.7%) combined over 6 distinct genome scans (Table 1; Figure 2) . The tree based on allele frequencies from the remaining 7820 neutrally-behaving markers showed a deep historical split between lineages (Figure 1b) and more recent population divergence within lineages (as seen in Zhivotovsky et al. 1994; Churikov and Gharrett 2002; Seeb et al. 2014) .
Latitudinal genome scans revealed 91 candidates for selection within lineages (tests b, c) and 38 outlier loci between lineages within sites (tests d, e, f) with 14 ambiguous loci present in both categories (Figure 2) . The genome scan based on all 6 populations (test a) revealed 101 unique outliers (Table 1) . In total, ambiguous outliers numbered 115 and were not considered further.
Twenty-seven of the 77 candidates for selection within lineages mapped to 12 linkage groups (Supplementary Table  S2 and Supplementary Figure S2 ). Five were detected in both lineages (Figure 2 ) and were among those previously considered for strong signatures of parallel selection . After plotting outliers on the linkage map, we further identified a genomic location on LG 6 at 62.51 cM showing a signature of parallel selection evidenced by the joint mapping of 3 outliers within the even-year lineage and 2 within the odd-year lineage (Figure 3) . Interestingly, all of these 5 markers were only outliers in one lineage. In another example, 1 marker (OgoRAD_57650) significant in both lineages was colocated on LG 3 at 67.11 cM with another marker (OgoRAD_7571) that was only significant in the odd-year lineage (Supplementary Figure S3) . Nine of the 77 candidates for selection within lineages were successfully annotated (Supplementary Table S2 ). None of these represented known candidate genes for environmental adaptation, and the low number of annotations prevented functional comparisons among marker sets.
Nine of the 24 unique candidates for divergent selection between lineages (marker set iii) mapped to 8 linkage groups (Supplementary Table S2 and Supplementary Figure S2) . Two of these candidates (OgoRAD_5628 and OgoRAD_27545) were detected at all 3 sampling locations of which 1 (OgoRAD_27545) mapped to LG 8 (Supplementary Figure  S4) , and 2 outliers (OgoRAD_36809 and OgoRAD_64756) were detected independently in 2 separate locations (Figure 2) . These results support the existence of multiple genomic regions of potential adaptive variation that may be unique within each of the pink salmon lineages (Supplementary Figure S2, Supplementary Figure S5) . Only 3 of the 24 outliers in marker set (iii) were successfully annotated to known proteins; however, these did not include known candidate genes (see Supplementary Material, Table S2 ).
Most loci exhibiting signatures of selection within or between lineages (marker sets ii and iii) were only detected in 1 test ( Figure 2) ; however, outlier categories were largely supported by the 3 AMOVA tests. Candidates for selection within lineages showed an expected pattern of increased differentiation among populations within lineages (F SC ) whereas candidates for divergent selection between lineages mainly exhibited increased differentiation between lineages (F CT in Figure 4 ) .
No differences in diversity for neutral loci (marker set i) or candidates for selection within lineages (marker set ii) were observed (Figure 5a,b) . However, a consistent pattern of significantly reduced diversity (H O ) in even-year lineage populations, and increased H O in the odd-year lineage, was observed among outliers for divergent selection between lineages (marker set iii; Figure 5c ).
Discussion
We demonstrated the usefulness of combining haploid mapping with RAD sequencing to efficiently generate a high-density linkage map with 7035 markers spanning 1658 unique genomic locations. We then combined this linkage map with genome scans to identify outlier loci and genomic regions with signatures of selection within or between temporally isolated lineages of pink salmon.
Haploid Crosses Facilitate Mapping of a Complex Genome
The use of haploids allowed efficient screening for confounding paralogous sequence variants detected as any heterozygote genotypes (Spruell et al. 1999; Everett and Seeb 2014) . This greatly facilitated the creation of a linkage map with loci known to segregate disomically, a critical condition assumed by most linkage mapping algorithms (Broman et al. 2003) . Identifying paralogous loci is more challenging in diploids as true heterozygotes cannot readily be distinguished from the joint scoring of paralogous loci (Seeb et al. 2011) .
One potential caveat with RAD sequencing is that loci are often detected de novo in each study compromising comparisons among studies. However, here we demonstrate the ability to merge 2 independent RAD-based linkage maps to construct a single large consensus map; an important finding in light of the increasing popularity of this approach for constructing de novo linkage maps in non-model species.
Linkage Map Reveals Novel Signatures of Parallel Selection
The combined results of this study and those of Seeb et al. (2014) are the first to report genome-wide screens to detect and identify multiple genomic regions with signatures of selection in pink salmon. These 2 studies describe a genomic background dominated by neutral variation interspersed by smaller regions reflecting patterns of selection within as well as between lineages (cf., Aspinwall 1974) further adding to previous findings of adaptive divergence among populations within lineages (Kovach et al. 2012; Gharrett et al. 2013) . Overview of outlier loci detected from 6 genome scan tests and defined marker sets. Numbers followed by a parenthesis represent one of three different marker sets (i-iii) as defined in the text. The top oval shows numbers of all unique outlier loci detected over all 6 tests and number of putatively neutral markers. The middle shows overlap between markers detected as candidates for selection within and/or between lineages. The bottom shows numbers of outliers detected in one or more genome scans including candidates for selection within lineages (left), and candidates for divergent selection between lineages within sampling locations (right). Seeb et al. (2014) present evidence for parallel patterns of selection at 15 loci between lineages; here, using a linkage map, we strengthen those findings by showing shared genomic locations of outliers only detected in 1 of the 2 lineages. This leads us to conclude that some fraction of outliers, only detected in a single lineage, nevertheless represent genomic regions that may have exhibited parallel responses to selection in both lineages (Figure 2 ; see also Seeb et al. 2014) .
Mapping outliers onto a linkage map to identify genomic regions of adaptive importance is not a novelty of this study (e.g., Bradbury et al. 2013; Gagnaire et al. 2013b; Larson et al. 2014) . However, we provide a concrete example illustrating the complimentary power of performing map-assisted genome scans to distinguish signatures of selection shared between, or unique to, reproductively isolated lineages. These results emphasize the importance of generating linkage maps for non-model organisms currently lacking such resources.
Lineage-Specific Genetic Variation: Past and Future Evolutionary Responses
Considering the assumed existence of different pools of standing variation between lineages, we would also expect some fraction of lineage-specific outliers to reflect true differences in adaptive responses. Here, we found a striking difference in observed heterozygosity for outliers detected between lineages (marker set iii), clearly suggesting a scenario of unique pools of standing (adaptive) genetic variation. The consistent pattern of reduced diversity in the evenyear lineage may originate from historical selective sweeps. Alternatively, increased diversity in the odd-year lineage may have increased its potential to adapt to post-glacial conditions through, for example, balancing selection maintaining high diversity. These explanations are not mutually exclusive, but adaptive divergence between lineages is further supported by the numerous outliers and genomic regions only showing signatures of selection within a single lineage (Figure 2,  Supplementary Figure S2 ). These findings represent the first genomic insights of adaptive signatures between pink salmon lineages. Genomic signatures may help to explain ecological evidence for adaptive variation between lineages such as failed attempts to transplant even-year populations to rivers only populated by the odd-year lineage (Heard 1991) and outbreeding depression in lineage hybrids (Gharrett et al. 1999 ). We cannot rule out that some outliers between lineages reflect a demographic bottleneck in 1 or both lineages rather than unique responses to natural selection (Akey et al. 2004; Jensen et al. 2005) . However, while a bottleneck event may lead to individual false outlier loci (Akey et al. 2004; Jensen et al. 2005) , bottleneck events are also expected to leave a genome-wide effect. The consensus pattern of observed heterozygosity for the 7820 neutral loci does not suggest any population-or lineage-specific effects (Figure 5a) . Further, estimates of genetic diversity were very consistent within and between lineages , suggesting no severe effects of demographic bottlenecks. Compared with a bottleneck signal, genes affected by natural selection are more likely to maintain such signals through purifying selection. Thus, coupled with previous observations and the conservative statistical approach applied here, we believe that our results reflect at least some genomic regions affected by natural selection, supporting the existence of different adaptive potentials between lineages.
A similar scenario of adaptive differences between 2 diverged lineages was proposed by Prunier et al. (2012) . They reported climate associated outliers in a Western and Eastern lineage of the black boreal spruce (Picea mariana) and found 16 out of 23 adaptive SNPs to be specific to 1 lineage (8 in each). The authors then discussed 2 main explanations warranting comparison with our results for pink salmon. First, independent drift within each lineage could have led to elimination of future adaptive alleles in 1 lineage, impeding its ability to respond to subsequent environmental selection.
A similar scenario seems likely for explaining lineage-specific responses to selection in pink salmon. Indeed, Seeb et al. (2014) found no correlation in locus specific F ST estimates between lineages for the vast majority of loci, in agreement with independent evolutionary trajectories (see Figure 4 in Seeb et al. 2014) . Second, Prunier et al. (2012) proposed that other untested environmental variables varying between the lineages' habitats could explain the emergence of regionspecific outlier loci. However, contemporary environmental heterogeneity is not expected to explain lineage specific outliers in pink salmon, as lineage pairs are only separated temporally while inhabiting identical habitats. Hence, we note that differences in standing genetic variation between lineages of pink salmon are likely to originate from either drift throughout the period of reproductive isolation and/or from historical adaptations to distinct refugial environments.
While we cannot distinguish the above 2 scenarios, our findings have further relevance for understanding broader scale ecosystem impacts. Independent population dynamics cause interannual shifts in high and low pink salmon abundances, with odd-year populations tending to dominate to the south while even-year populations dominate at more northerly locations. Krkosek et al. (2011) discussed potential explanations of these interannual asynchronies in abundance and hypothesized that density dependence and stochasticity are the main drivers. We argue that not only ecological drivers, but also differences in genomic backgrounds, play a role in explaining varying interannual population dynamics across the distribution of pink salmon. Lastly, these large asynchronies in local abundance of the 2 lineages have resulted in major interannual shifts between 2 alternate states of a complex marine ecosystem (Springer and van Vliet 2014) . Such large-scale ecosystem impacts have also been observed from periodical cicadas (Koenig and Liebhold 2005) . For pink salmon, we predict that lineages will exert different responses to future climate change, affecting the degree of such interannual shifts in ecosystem states with broad consequences for the productivity of numerous other species.
Future Directions
We note that the current resolution of our linkage map is not expected to capture all relevant signals of divergence across the pink salmon genome (see relevant discussions in Santure et al. 2013; Johnston et al. 2014) . However, we show that new maps can be added to existing resources, and we are currently expanding our map with even-and odd-year populations from Asia to further increase genomic coverage of species-wide variation. Yet, loci showing signatures of divergent selection here represent a foundation of candidate genomic regions for future studies seeking more precise identification of the genes underlying adaptive differences between lineages. One particularly promising approach to increase annotation of linkage maps includes alignment of anonymous RAD loci against fully annotated reference genomes of closely related species such as the rainbow trout (Berthelot et al. 2014 ). This approach is expected to expand as genomic resources become increasingly available.
Candidate genes of particular interest include metabolic pathway genes; it is known that odd-year populations use more energy for growth and less for lipid storage compared with even-year populations (Beamish 2012) . This observation has been used to hypothesize a metabolic explanation for differences in growth patterns and climate responses between lineages (Beamish 2012) . Particularly interesting genes include the pituitary growth hormone (GH) and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) genes (Beamish and Mahnken 2001) . In conclusion, the unique replication of allochronic lineages of pink salmon will serve as a prime model for understanding replicated responses to climate change between 2 independent gene pools of this keystone species.
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